
THIS SHOW WILL 
KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF!!!
21 GUN SALUTE is undoubtedly one of the premiere AC/DC 

reviews ever assembled. The band plays true homage to 
AC/DC’s high voltage rock n roll. From the Bon Scott raw 

rock n roll years to the bands evolution throughout their thirty 
year tenure with Brian Johnson. Every detail has been 

painstakingly reproduced, from the smoking cannons and 
Hell’s Bell stage props to Angus Young’s school boy outfit 
and signature live antics and lead singer’s dead on vocal 

rendition of both Bon Scott to Brian Johnson.

12

THIS ACT TAKES 
NO PRISONERS!!!

Mimmo Oli belts out the high notes effortlessly whilst 
strutting the stage the AC/DC trademark style. The drum kit 
quivers when Bobby takes the helm because he belts life 

into the act at the expense of the skins. Likewise Tony belts 
out the bass untamed and wild. The rhythm raunch and 

backup is controlled by Freddie.. second to none.  And finally 
there's Angus Yan.. mathematical and accomplished.. the 

Gibson wails at his whim.. in true AC/DC tones. 

This is an act to be experienced.. 
true professionals and down to earth blokes. 
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